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UPDATED PLUGIN RELEASE: GD QUANTUM 
THEME PRO 2.0 FOR BBPRESS 

Now featuring 3 themes, creating custom style in Customizer, namespaced PHP code 
 
 
 
Niš, Serbia, November 18, 2019. Dev4Press today announced the release of the updated plugin for 
WordPress and bbPress: GD Quantum Theme Pro 2.0 for bbPress. GD Quantum Theme Pro for bbPress 
is a unique plugin that replaces default bbPress templates package with the new, modern templates and 
styling package focused on making forums fully responsive, easy to style and customize using the 
WordPress Customizer. 
 
The goal of the plugin is to make bbPress forums styling easier, while at the same time bringing 
modernized styling for making forums more user-friendly, by replacing default bbPress templates and 
styling that have not changed since the bbPress plugin was first released, back in 2011. 
 
GD Quantum Theme Pro is a plugin, not really a theme, but it brings the package of templates and styling 
for bbPress forums, and it can integrate into most WordPress themes without any changes. Its templates 
can be customized in the same way Default bbPress templates can be. 
 

 
Preview of all 3 themes with the detail from Customizer 

 
The new plugin version has gone through an extensive rewrite of the PHP code, and it is now fully 
namespaced and using the autoloader for improved performance. Previous ‘Default Gray’ theme has been 



improved and it is now accompanied by two more distinct themes: ‘Classic Gray’ and ‘Light Gray’. These 
new themes allow you to integrate bbPress forums more easily into a wide range of existing WordPress 
themes. And, to help with the integration, plugin’s Customizer panel allows the website administrator to 
make a new style based on the existing themes, by changing main theme colours and typography 
elements. Now only that, but each theme has many more additional colours that can be changed for even 
more in-depth style customization allowing changes to the form elements, post lists and more (depending 
on the Quantum theme in use). 
 
For more information about GD Quantum Theme Pro for bbPress, list of features and related articles, 
demos, please visit: plugins.dev4press.com/gd-quantum-theme-for-bbpress . Official blog announcement of 
the release is here: www.dev4press.com/blog/plugins/2019/gd-quantum-theme-pro-2-0-for-bbpress . 
 
 

About Dev4Press 
Dev4Press is a part of Golden Dragon WebStudio development agency from Serbia, started and owned by Milan 
Petrović, and established in 2009. Dev4Press is dedicated to WordPress plugins development, custom 
development, security and performance optimization and support, and it offers a wide range of free and premium 
plugins and addons for websites built on WordPress and bbPress powered forums. 
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